Gabrielle Giffords’ book comes out Nov. 15
Polycom Helps 35 Healthcare Institutions in 13 Countries Improve Training and ...
Local events to mark Sept. 11 (Hero’s Day raises funds for the University Medical Center Trauma Center)
Giffords dines with UMC workers in Tucson
Arizona man describes shears impaling eye socket
AED Battery Failures Play Role in Cardiac Deaths
Ancient Humans Were Mixing It Up: Anatomically Modern Humans Interbred With More Archaic Hominin Forms While in Africa
Modern Humans Interbred With More Archaic Hominin Forms Even Before They Migrated Out Of Africa
How can I relieve my osteoarthritis pain? (Jason Theodosakis, M.D., author of The Arthritis Cure and associate professor at the University of Arizona College of Medicine in Tucson)
Giffords dines with medical workers in Tucson
Giffords dines with medical staff in Tucson
Giffords dines with medical staff in Tucson (Reuters)
It Isn't Just Neanderthals: Ancient Humans Had Sex with Other Hominids
MacKinnon joins UA in public health role
UA group collecting items for refugees (University of Arizona College of Public Health)
UA safety study centers around Tucson Fire Department (University of Arizona College of Public Health Epidemiologist)
Gerald Poplin)